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Anova Culinary App

The Anova Culinary App is the companion app to the Anova Precision
Cooker. The iPhone App makes it incredibly easy to cook anything you
want with Anova. You simply find the food you’re cooking, adjust the
settings you’d like, and hit start. With our exclusive Serious Eats steak
guide, there’s no need to search for time and temperature settings to cook
the perfect steak. It will all be programmed into your phone. New time and
temperature guides will be added regularly so you can cook anything you
want at the touch of a button.

About Precision Cooking

Precision cooking is often referred to as sous vide, which means "under
vacuum." However, you don't need to vacuum seal your food to cook sous
vide. Instead, this technique is really about bringing food to a very precise
temperature and holding it there for a period of time. The circulation of
water ensures food is cooked perfectly edge to edge with a consistent
temperature throughout.

Features

● Pairs with the Anova Precision Cooker via Bluetooth
● Operates the device remotely when connected and within range (set
your time, temperature, and toggle between Fahrenheit and Celsius)
● Calibrates the Precision Cooker temperature to the nearest .01 degree
F/C
● Provides exclusive access to our library of recipes featuring James
Beard award-winning chefs, renowned cookbook authors, food
editors, television personalities, and more
● Choose a recipe and press play! Once you’re paired with the device,
simply select what you’d like to cook and press play to automatically
set the device to the required time and temperature settings
● Receive push notifications when the device is preheating, reached
temperature, and when the timer has finished
● Sort recipes by category
● Save recipes to your "favorites"

Requirements

● iOS 7 or later and the iPhone 4s or newer
● Android 4.3, Bluetooth 4.0 LE
● Anova Precision Cooker

Price

Free

Availability

Available for iOS on 
iTunes
and for Android in the G
oogle Play Store.
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